
Use me to protect
yourself from the everyday



Product Overview

The NEW i-protect Handgel

The new and innovative i-protect hand gel utilises aXonnite® technology to create 
a protective barrier on the hands which uses the silver contained in the product as 
an antibacterial and antivirus solution. The product will maintain the protective 
barrier for 4-6 hours during normal daily activity and handwashing. This provides 
a longer lasting barrier for the user compared to standard alcohol gel.
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What is aXonnite®?
The patented aXonnite® technology, is a 
physical method of creating non-ionic 
nanoparticles from precious  and
semi-precious metals.
This methodology is based on many years of 
nanotechnology developments, a technology 
based on creating  nanostructures and
nanomaterials, with dimensions not
exceeding 100nm.

aXonnite® technology allows the
development and usage of elements such
as silver, gold, copper or platinum  on a
molecular and atomic level. Using such 
microscopic sized particles, in the nano size 
range enables the  product to successfully 
utilise their antibacterial, antivirus and
antifungal properties.

The defining moment was the development, 
not of a chemical, but a physical process that 
allows the creation  of nanoparticles of metal. 
It allows the laboratory scale reduction of 

Silver as an antibacterial agent
Silver has long been used as an
antibacterial agent in medical applications
and for water purification.

Historically colloidal silver was used as a
disinfectant before antibiotics were invented 
and is now used to help fight infections 
caused by bacteria such as MRSA
in hospitals.

It is used in water purification and water 
filtering systems as it prevents the build-up 
of bacteria and algae.

This has been used for thousands of years as 
part of the constant fight against bacteria. It 
has been discovered that silver physically 
attacks the cell membrane for the inside.

pure metal to particles that are from several 
to tens of nanometres in dimension.

Such a size reduction in silver or gold
will increase the effect on harmful
microorganisms, due to the vastly increased 
ability of the constituent atoms to react with 
the cell membrane of a bacteria or virus.

i-Team have taken this methodology and 
applied it to the commercial and cleaning 
world. Using it in aXonnite® allows us to reap 
the benefits of this tried and tested property 
in a new and innovative context.
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The protective barrier
Daily germ defence formulated to 
kill the toughest germs for longer, 
without nasty chemicals.

One application of i-protect hand 
gel will provide an antibacterial 
protective for 4-6 hours so you can 
relax, knowing they’re protected.

i-protect hand gel will not wash off 
and your hands so hands can be 
washed and dried as normal during 
the day without washing off the 
protective shield.

Our cleaning philosophy is
reflected in our products, how we 
do business, and the way we think 
about protecting our planet.

We are always looking for ways
to put our ‘clean’ principles into 
practice. Using active natura
 ingredients like aXonnite® will 
reduce the negative impact
on the earth.

Our dedication to sustainability

 
-   
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According to the Centre for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC)  the new 
Coronavirus, also called SARS-CoV-2, is transmitted from person to person, like 
many other respiratory infections.

This includes by respiratory droplets that are produced when someone sneezes 
and are inhaled into the lungs of others, and by touching a virus-contaminated 
surfaces and using that hand to touch your eyes or mouth.

While we can easily avoid being around someone who’s obviously sick, or take 
precautions against airborne viruses using a mask, avoiding the virus when it’s 
on a surface is almost impossible.

Scientists researching virus spreading behaviour found that people are
constantly touching their faces. In one 2008 study, researchers found
participants touched their faces an average of 16 times per hour.

Another study from 2015 observed that participants touched their faces 23 
times per hour.

Almost half of the face touches involved the mouth, nose, or eyes, which are the 
easiest pathways for viruses and bacteria to enter our bodies.

This means hand sanitisation is key to staying healthy. 

Disease Prevention 
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Faster 
Each time i-protect is used it creates a protective layer. This invisible cover 

i-protect, IAP changes surface cleaning to spot cleaning. This reduces  
dwell-time up to 70%.

Cleaner
Besides keeping your building spotless, i-protect keeps your equipment 
cleaner too. i-protect IAP additionally takes care of the 4th dimension – in 

Greener
Surfaces treated with i-protect can be maintained mostly with water or eco-
logical chemicals which reduces your ecological footprint. Using i-protect in 
combination with the i-mop reduces 75% water consumption.

Safer
i-protect is a natural mineral-based product. i-protect PRO, i-protect HDD 
and i-protect IAP are free of harmful VOC’s that can impact your health.

Better for everyone
Maximises your cleaning and hygiene standards, and increases productivity, 
as well as having a positive impact on the well-being of your cleaning staff 
and building occupants.
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